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football gave rise to a new critica) journalism, of a social scope, both 
concerned and penetrating. Radio and television have contributed to 
the rediscovery of sports journalism. 
59 Sports and television 
CARLOS MARTÍN USIETO 
In this article the author examines the concepts of sport and televi-
sion a nd claims that they are "closely linked". This is borne out by the 
Olympic Games, which will be beamed all over the world by TV 
cameras. 
In the !ast few years, according to the author, necessity has led the 
links between sporting leaders and televisions to become closer. 
Championships are held with the support of a determined channel. 
And competition dates are changed when television so demands. In 
Catalonia, there a re clear examples o f the dominant role o f televisi on 
in sport. TVE -a pioneer- had a sports department managed by the 
first head of sports in its history: Tomàs Garcia Arnalot. La ter, TV3 in 
Sant Joan Despí began with the 1982 World Cup. TV3's first head of 
sports was Jaume Massó. Nowadays Televisió de Catalunya has ob-
tained broadcasting rights for football in Spain. And Canal 33 is a 
source of great satisfaction for sports fans. 
65 "Pressure" of metaphor on hyperbole 
ENRIC BAÑERES 
The author of this piece underlines the passionate nature of sports 
journalism, which can go beyond the scope of the sports pages and 
even fill general news pages. The Olympic Games ofBarcelona are an 
example of this. 
Bañeres believes that a sporting event is always a "lively drama with 
an unpredictable ending", which the public is an active part of. A 
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sports journalist often has to draft the report of a match while it is 
being played. This means that when he writes he is still fascinated by 
what is going on without establishing a criticat distance which goes 
beyond "passionate objectivity". 
The language used by sports journalists is another subject dealt with 
by the author. Codes and verbal expressions are expressed through 
slang whereas trainers and players like to use expressions of a more 
technical nature. 
Hyperbole is, in the journalist's opinion, a figure of speech used al-
most exclusively by the sports reporter. Expressions such as "the 
match of the century", "the final to end all finals", "Super", so often 
used in sport a re now also appearing in news reporting o f a more eco-
nomic or política! nature. 
73 The novelty o f women sports journalists 
ISABEL BOSCH 
The presence of women in the coverage of sports news is the subject 
chosen by the journalist Isabel Bosch, who was on e o f the first women 
to tackle the sports speciality in her job. Nowadays, reflects the aut-
hor, women commentators working for television, radio and the writ-
ten press will be seen on television during the Olympic Games and 
nobody will look twice at them. 
According'to Bosch, respect for women in sports journalism has in-
creased in a few years thanks to the effort made by all. Women can 
now go to stadiums, even though their history as sports journalists is 
very brief. 
The article refers to the first women who became involved in sport in 
the 15 year period: Lilí Alvarez, Maria Lluïsa Antem and Carmen 
Trias de Bes were pioneers. Marí Carmen l zquierdo talked about 
football on television and Mercedes Milà about motorcycling. It was 
quite a challenge. Women, claims the author o f the article, could only 
enter male dressing rooms with a certain amount of difficulty. Only 
recently, a North American journalist, Lisa Olson, raised a great deal 
of controversy in this respect. 
Isabel Bosch's professional experience has led her to believe that it is 
not a question of considering men or women separately, but rather 
merely as professionals with their own style who a re more or less suc-
cessful. The sports medium has evolved along with society. 
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